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VIEW FROM THE CHAIR

By Stephen Conrod

IMPORTANT SPRING SHOW NEWS
Hello. I hope this Newsletter finds you well.
These are extraordinary times. The virus has changed the world as we know it. I
think we’re pretty fortunate to be living in Canada.
Given the current situation, I’ve consulted with the club Board Members and it
was decided to cancel our Spring Show. This is disappointing but is in the best
interest of our members and also the public.
Since there’s no Spring Show this year, our Fall Show, being held in New Brunswick,
is still happening and should be greater than ever.
Spring weather is trying to arrive and with it new growth. I think this virus is going
to bring the cleanest houses and most beautiful gardens we’ve
ever seen.
Take care, self isolate, support each other, and we’ll
get through this together.
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DUES REMINDER
Annual dues payments are payable by March 31 of each year (15$).
If you haven’t already done so, please send payment to:

ATCA
131 Bellbrook Crescent
Dartmouth, NS
B2W 0G7

CORRECTION
In the last issue an article entitled “The Tap-es-tree” describing work by member Kevin
Wood (submitted by Art Keeble) was erroneously referenced on the front page as “Mike
Wood’s Tap-es-tree”. This was a typo and should have said “Kevin Wood’s Tap-es-tree”.
Sorry Kevin, my mistake.
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Desirability Over Rarity

By Jeremie Doiron

ATCA has a conversation with legendary Antiques Roadshow tool Appraiser, Lee Richmond.
JD: Can you tell
me a bit about
your
journey
into
antique
tools and how
you
have
become such a
notable ﬁgure in
the antique tool
world.

LR:
“I
ﬁrst
b e c a m e
interested
in
Mr. Lee Richmond
18th
century
furniture and antiques when I was in high school.
When I was in college, I used to go to the
Philadelphia Museum of Art and look at 18th
century furniture. I was studying engineering and
learned something about the market for furniture
and determined that I was never gonna be able to
afford the stuff I really liked.
And I started making furniture in the engineering
shop in college. When I graduated, I thought "well, I
don't own any machine tools because I don't have a
house and I'll be moving till I get settled. I just went
to ﬂea markets and started buying old tools, but I
was very lucky that I met a fellow. He sold me a few
tools at a ﬂea market over a couple of weeks. And
then he said, "You know, there's a tool collectors
club, you should come to it."
I was just lucky that he told me about the club. That
opened my eyes and it was just a whole different
world. There's all these people interested in these
old tools, and I saw stuff at these meetings that you
wouldn't ﬁnd at a ﬂea market if you went there for a
month of Sundays, which remains true to this day.
You really need the network, structure, and
camaraderie of a club to help build a good
collection. I became obsessed pretty quickly. Most
people seem to start along a similar path. They think
they're a user. And today it's become almost like an
obsession to be just a user, like "I'm not a collector

I'm just a user!", like 'Collector' is a really dirty word,
but I came to terms with the fact probably within
about a year that the rate at which I was acquiring
tools was inconsistent with being just a user and I
accepted that I was collecting the tools. These days,
it's hard to get people to accept that. Certainly my
youngest customers, none of them will admit to
being collectors.”
JD: Commerce is becoming increasingly digital in
nature, which for some more traditional collectors
could be a pain point. I wondered if you had any
advice for collectors who were mitigating those
waters.
LR: “The people who have the geographic option to
go to live sales have not really for the most part
embraced the online stuff. My online customers tend
to be dispersed in areas where they don't have ready
access to go to tool sales, you know like the West
Coast. Really the North-East is the heartland in the U.S.
for tool collection. Outside of that area you have to
really travel. So those people really rely on the
internet.” (continued on page 4)

Mr. Richmond appraising a pristine Cesar Chelor Plane, ca. 1755
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the best examples of things, whatever it was, the nice
condition stuff, accurately described. And it still works
because people like nice condition stuff. But they
want nice condition kind of user stuff. There are
collectible pieces that I would put on the mantelpiece
and drool over, but that doesn’t sell either. So many
LR: “Well, early on in the show's existence there was dealers say the same thing.”
only one tool appraiser and he was really bad. I guess
they got complaints about it because one of the JD: Why do you think people are so fascinated with
assistance called me up and was like “They’re looking antique tools and why do we attribute value to these
for a tool appraiser” and they always liked to bring relics? Is it scarcity or is something more telling about
somebody in locally. They were doing Baltimore and human interest?
so they brought me in to be like the Baltimore
Appraiser. The next day they called me back and I was LR: “Rarity used to drive value a lot. But I would say
asked to become a regular on the show. For me it was more and more that desirability drives value.
fantastic because I made friends with a lot of people Academic collectors wanted great examples for their
there, I just really enjoyed it. It certainly broadened research, but now the most rare pieces won’t sell. A
my horizons in terms of people I knew. Like now if good example is a Stanley no.1, those things are
somebody comes to me and shows me a good really quite common, but they’re very desirable. It’s
painting I know who to talk to or a sculpture, well I one tool that has sort of held its value over time. It’s
know
a
great
desirable to people. The
sculpture guy now. I
last one I sold, this guy in
wouldn’t have made
Australia, he wanted to
those
contacts
have one for years. I
otherwise. I did that
used to have one on my
for 10 years, but it
mantle–-people just like
became hard to plan
to look at it. Where you
vacations and such
could have another
with
my
family
plane that is completely
because
of
the
unique, but no one has
d e m a n d i n g
heard of it and it’s
schedule, I wanted to
worthless
because
have more ﬂexibility.
things sell better that
Some days we were
aren’t too rare. Because
getting up to 10 000
if it’s too rare there is no
people per day. I had Mr. Richmond appraising a 19th Century Irwin Bit Set & Tambour Drill Bit Box
one out there looking for
line-ups at the tool table all day long. A lot of the stuff it. The stuff that sells really well, you could describe as
people would bring would be the crappiest-looking less sophisticated. Because anyone can pick up an
stuff you ever seen, but interspersed with nice things, old Stanley catalogue and start picking out what you
but occasionally really great things. It was a bit want. It’s accessible. If you like a no.10, then you ﬁnd
frustrating for me because the great stuff didn’t a no.10 and it’s not too complicated.”
always make it on TV as all the appraisers wanted to
be featured on the show, so it was competitive that
Visit Mr. Richmond’s online store to
way.”
(continued from page 3)

JD: I’m sure you get this question a lot, but how did
you become the Tool and Implement Appraiser for
Antiques Roadshow and what was that experience
like?

JD: How would you describe the current state of the
antique tool market?
LR: “Well, the really great stuff is hard to sell. The
substance of my business has always been to have

access his services as an antique tool
dealer and expert appraiser
thebestthings.com
Tel: 703-796-5544
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Joe and Bill
The Invention of Glue

Joe, is everything
ok at home?
Hey Bill, I bet if we melted
a horse we could stick stuff
together with it.

Teddy and George

Johnny and Earl
Hey Johnny, I was offered a
carpentry job in Egypt this morning.
Turned out to be a pyramid scheme.

Hey George, why
couldn’t the nail make
it back to the toolbox?

Cause he was busy
gettin’ hammered.

Please stop talking to me.

Teddy, how did
you get like this?
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The Evolution of Useful Things

By Jeremie Doiron

umans have spent millennia making and reﬁning tools for everyday life. Before
industrial time, everyone would have been tool-makers and builders to some extent. Our
survival depended on it. I think it’s this fact that fuels a lot of our attraction to tools. Our
ancestors worked so hard at survival for so long that inside us all is a primitive human. We can’t help
but marvel over a well-honed edge or a machine that lends us a mechanical advantage over the
natural world.
Tools have always changed as human society changed. Early tools reﬂected the survival needs of our
families. Plant life plucked
and
chopped,
stone
broken, tree resin heated,
animal skin pelted and rope
woven. It was all on a pretty
small scale. The industrial
revolution brought on the
need for larger tools to
process goods for larger
segments of populations
now living in growing
numbers side-by-side.
War had always advanced
the evolution of tools and
1440
1650
1800
1950
technology long before the
industrial revolution, but for
day-to-day commoners, the
effects of mass agriculture and industry changed the technological landscape for humans
permanently. For one, within a few generations, we went from eating meat and produce in small
quantities to eating a large amount of processed grains. Suddenly, large quantities of food were
readily available and with it came a boom in human population.
Suddenly what occupied the time of humans had changed. We went from running, hunting and
climbing to lugging, pulling and cultivating. As these new tasks came to light, so did our needs to
create tools to give us a break and do things more efﬁciently.
Things that go bump in the day
My own experience with tools has taught me that when I learn to use a tool I get a similar feeling
when I catch a ﬁsh or make a ﬁre. I think what I’m feeling is the thrill of survival. Can you imagine the
(continued on page 7 )
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(continued from page 6)

elation of getting a ﬁre started to warm your family 10 000 years ago? Or the euphoria of
catching a wild hog with a spear you made with your hands? It’s the delayed sense of ‘eureka’
and seeing that our sweat and tinkering has gotten us through another day, another winter or
another hunt. I think my own fascination with tools has a little piece of that in it. When I get an
edge sharp I get a feeling that I can’t explain–or couldn’t until I made this connection.
To celebrate tools is to celebrate human survival and ingenuity. These are artifacts of our unwillingness to let the elements get the best of us. Things we take for granted everyday, useful
things, had to evolve and be reﬁned as did human culture, through trial and necessity.
he design of tools has always had a direct relationship to our understanding of the
world around us. The existence of a speciﬁc tool is a declaration that we have taken the
time to understand and overcome a problem. Like the old saying goes “necessity is the
father of invention”. Imagine showing a primitive human a perfectly cut mortise and tenon joint.
I’m not sure they would comprehend why this could be a necessity. I think only when something
becomes a necessity does it pressure us enough to work through it. As our taste for comfort
grew, so did our perceived necessity for more and more sophisticated stuff—to keep us warm, to
keep us safe, to keep food cold and the list could go on forever.
Tools represent a means to achieve these strides in human comfort and survival. Every tool tells
a story of what humans were trying to achieve at some point in time. Some stories stay the same
and some have never found answers. Some of the solutions have never been improved upon
either.
These artifacts of human effort remind me of my own need to survive and thrive and the stories
contained in them speak to me. I don’t think it is at all strange that we have attached value in
collecting, trading and admiring these relics (your wife might think differently however, depending on how full your garage is). Celebrating these relics of human gumption is as good of a pursuit as any. Appreciating the accomplishments of past human life might actually help us value
how truly lucky we are to live in a time when as many important tasks have been made easier, by
the sweat of the backs of those who came before us. Their tools had to work, and what a marvel
they must have been to those who needed them most. Maybe our marveling and relishing in
them is simply an echo from the eureka of yesteryear.
Do you have interesting ideas you would like to share with the club? Become a Newsletter contributor!
Your articles, stories, proﬁle, pictures or anecdotes can be as small or large as you like. Ideally your
piece would be typed up in a word document and emailed to me at jeremiedoiron@gmail.com
I will take care of spell correction and layout and credit you in the newsletter.
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Rag-In-A-Can Oiler
1

2

3

4

Start with a short metal
can, like a tall tuna can or
a short bean or tomato
can. Remove the lid then
ﬂatten the sharp inside
burrs. In this example, the
side of a hammer secured
in a vise is used as an anvil
for the purpose (1).

Now you will need a
piece of fabric (2). Thin
cotton works best or
even an old t-shirt. You
need enough material
to overﬁll the can with
about 20-25% sticking
out the top when done.

Start
folding
your
material to hide the
seams while creating a
long scarf-like piece
that is folded on itself.
Use your can to create
the right height (3).
You want it to be taller
then your can.
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Now we start shortening the length by folding it
in half (4) then roll it up tightly like a sleeping bag
(5).
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Courtesy of Paul Sellers
You will probably need a screwdriver to get the
edges in (7). Push it down as far as you can with the
screwdriver, trying to maintain an even stufﬁng all
the way around. The next step is to squeeze it nice
and tight in a vise (8) until you don’t see the
material anymore. Leave it there for a few minutes
or even overnight for a permanent squeeze.
When you feel
satisﬁed that the
material roll is
sufﬁciently
stuffed into the
can (in a way
that it should
never come out
without as much
effort as it took
to get it in
there), you can
start feeding it
oil. Any machine oil will work well. I user 3-in-1,
light machine oil or even WD-40. But my favorite
is 3-in-1. You wet it until it
won’t ‘drink’ anymore,
then leave it sit and do
the same the next day
and then one more day
after that. It will take a few
days after that for the oil
to makes its way evenly
throughout the material.
But after that you should
have a very handy tool
surface oiler that won’t
need to be maintained for at least a few years. If it
starts to dry out, add more oil.
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Now we begin stufﬁng the
can with the rolled up
material. You want to
orientate the material so as
to see the rolls on the top.
The roll should be very
tight (6). If it is able to come
in and out, you need to add
more material to the roll.
Your plane bottoms and saw blades will thank you
for getting a regular swipe on the rag-in-a-can
oiler. It should last the rest of your life without
problem. This is an old British Woodworkers trick.
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Images copyright Paul Sellers (Rokesmith LTD)
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Keep Your Tool Drawers Dry & Rust-Free
Inexpensive DIY Desiccant Canisters

Humidity is no friend to steel and cast iron tools, we all know that. But sometimes it seems impossible
to control humidity, especially when you have tools all over the place. This is why I love these
desiccant (dehumidiﬁer) canisters. They are cheap and easy to make AND they work great. You
simply place them alongside tools in a drawer or cabinet and the 100% silica crystals will absorb any
excess moisture that enters the chamber. These crystals can hold a ton of moisture before they need
to be discharged. Discharging them is as easy as heating the crystals in the microwave for a few
minutes to evaporate the water they have absorbed, and then they are immediately ready for more
dehumidifying work. It takes only 2 pounds of silica to make 12 canisters. The cost of making them is
tremendously cheaper than buying the pre-made ones.
What is silica?
Silicon dioxide, also known as silica, is an oxide of silicon with the chemical formula SiO2, most
commonly found in nature as quartz and in various living organisms. In many parts of the world, silica
is the major constituent of sand.

What you need:
• Short, wide-mouth Mason jars
• 100% Silica cat litter

16$

• Drill and 3/8” bit

Simply
drill
a
decent number of
holes in the jar lid
to promote air
ﬂow towards the
crystals.

2

100% Silica crystals
(15lbs)

Fill jar with
crystals to at
least half.

12 jars

8$

Store Bought
This is just a metal,
vented canister
filled with silica
crystals.

27$ $$$$
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We are a non-proﬁt society, whose purpose is to promote fellowship and
increase knowledge of antique tools and crafts. Visit our new website at
www.atlantictoolcollectorsassociation.ca
We would like to remind you that this newsletter is available via email.
If you would like to receive this newsletter via email, please send a request
to jeremiedoiron@gmail.com
Jeremie Doiron,
Designer/Editor
126 Centennial Drive
Moncton, NB
E1E 3X1

ATCA Executive Members
Stephen Conrod
Chairman902-292-4136
sconrod2424@gmail.com
Ken Greene
Treasurer/Membership
131 Bellbrook crescent
Dartmouth NS
B2W 0G7
902-435-2250
kengreene@ns.aliantzinc.ca

Ian MacCalder
Vice Chairman
902-227-0402
maccalder01@gmail.com
Kevin Wood
Secretary
Site 5 Comp 64, 1436 Hwy 358
RR#1 Port Williams, NS, B0P 1T0
902-542-2286
kwoodsunnysidefarm@gmail.com
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